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DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS AND EXTENSIONS OF STATES

ON C*-ALGEBRAS

BY

NGHIEM DANG-NGOC

Abstract. Let <A,G,r) be a noncommutative dynamical system, i.e. A is a

C*-algebra, G a topological group and t an action of G on A by "-automorphisms,

and let (Ma) be an A/-net on G. We characterize the set of a in A such that Maa

converges in norm. We show that this set is intimately related to the problem of

extensions of pure states of R. V. Kadison and I. M. Singer: if B is a maximal

abelian subalgebra of A, we can associate a dynamical system (A, G, t) such that

Maa converges in norm if and only if all extensions to A, of a homomorphism of B,

coincide on a. This result allows us to construct different examples of a C*-algebra

A with maximal abelian subalgebra B (isomorphic to C(R/Z) or Lx[0,1]) for which

the property of unique pure state extension of homomorphisms is or is not verified.

1. Introduction and principal results. Let & be a von Neumann algebra, G a locally

compact group, t an action of G on 6E by ""-automorphisms and p a faithful

T-invariant normal state on <£. When G = Z, Lance has proved in [13] that for each

a E 6E, the average i2ô_1 rka converges "p-almost uniformly" to a r-invariant

element of &. If we take (commutative case) for & the algebra L°°(X, ¡x) with (X, /¿)

a probability space, p the associated integral, and t induced by an invertible

measure-preserving transformation on X, we obtain the Birkhoff pointwise ergodic

theorem (for bounded functions) as a particular case of Lance's theorem; in [2],

Lance's theorem has been extended to the case G = Rm, Zm or a connected amenable

locally compact group.

In another way, if we consider 6Eunif, the set of a in & such that ¿20~' rka

converges uniformly (i.e. in operator norm) can be easily seen to be ultraweakly

dense in (£ but the problem is to find in cBunif, a C*-algebra A, globally invariant by t

and ultraweakly dense in & (such a system (A, G, t) is called a uniform system). For

a commutative dynamical system 6B = L0C(X, (i) and G = Z or R such a C*-algebra

A exists, and one says that such a system admits a uniform realization (cf.

[4,5,9,12]).
A natural question is whether we have a similar result for noncommutative (? and

for more general groups G. In this paper we show that the above result is true for

some particular cases of interest. Furthermore, it turns out that the notion of

dynamical systems is intimately related to the problem of extension of pure states of

R. V. Kadison and I. M. Singer (cf. [10] and also [1,14]): let A be a C*-algebra, B be

a sub-C*-algebra of A. Following J. Anderson's definition (cf. [1]), one says that B
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has the extension property relative to A if every pure state on B has a unique pure

state extension to A.

When A is finite-dimensional, B a maximal abelian subalgebra, then every

homomorphism of B can be extended uniquely to a pure state of A (cf. [10]). But

when A is infinite-dimensional the situation is quite different; in [10] Kadison and

Singer showed that if A — <$>(%), the set of all bounded operators on an infinite-

dimensional Hubert space %, and if B is isomorphic to L°°([0,1]), B does not have

the extension property relative to A (for the case B = /°°(N), see [1,10,14]).

We assume that B is a maximal abelian subalgebra of A; we can associate a

dynamical system (A, G, t) with G C 6llB the set of unitaries of B. We show that

(Theorem 3.1) the system (A, G, t) is uniform if and only if B has the extension

property relative to A. We also characterize the elements a of A on which all state

extensions of the same homomorphism on B take the same value in terms of norm

convergence (Proposition 3.4). This allows us to construct different uniform systems

of interest. Our results concerning the state extension problem are

Theorem a. Let B be a maximal abelian subalgebra of a C*-algebra A, let G be a

subgroup of'%,B, the unitaries of B, such that G generates the C*-algebra B. Let (Ma)

be an M-net on G. The following conditions are equivalent for an element a of A :

(a) the net Maa converges in norm to an element of B;

(ß) co(t a, g G G) n B = {one point), where co(-rga, g E G) is the norm closure

of the convex set generated by rga, g G G;

(y) we have <px(a) = <p2(a) whenever <p, and <p2 are G-invariant states possessing the

same restriction on B;

(8) all state extensions to A of a homomorphism of B coincide on a.

Theorem b. There exist separable C*-algebras B C Ax C A, with B maximal

abelian in both Ax, A; B isomorphic to C(T), the algebra of complex valued continuous

functions on the one-dimensional torus, such that:

(a) the algebra B has the extension property relative to Ax;

(b) the algebra B does not have the extension property relative to A ;

(c) the algebra Ax does not have the extension property relative to A.

In Theorem b, the spectrum of B is "reasonable" (it is isomorphic to T). We look

now at the case where the spectrum of B is more pathological.

Let 6 be a maximal abelian subalgebra of <$>(%) isomorphic to L°°([0,1], ju.) where

jti is the Lebesgue measure on [0,1]. The natural question is whether there exists a

"sufficiently big" C*-algebra^l2 with 6 C A2 C <$>(%) such that C has the extension

property relative to A21 We prove

Theorem c. There exists a C*-algebra A2 ultraweakly dense in <$>(%) and verifying

Q C A2 C <$>(%) such that & has the extension property relative to A2.

We remark that the idea to associate dynamical systems to maximal abelian

subalgebras has been used in [3] to prove Takesaki's theorem on the characterization

of finite von Neumann algebra by the existence of conditional expectations onto its

maximal abelian subalgebras (cf. [16]) and Tomiyama's theorem on the existence of
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"completely nonsmooth" maximal abelian subalgebras in properly infinite von

Neumann algebras (cf. [17]); this idea has also been implicitly developed by J.

Anderson in [1].

2. Uniform dynamical systems. We shall call a triple (A, G, t), a dynamical system

where A is a C*-algebra, G a locally compact group and t an action of G on A by

*-automorphisms such that the mapping G 3 g -> rga E A is norm-continuous for

each a in A (for the applications in this paper, we generally take the discrete

topology on G, so the continuity is trivially satisfied).

In this paper, we assume that G is amenable (cf. [8]) or equivalently there exists a

family (Ma) of measurable functions on G satisfying the following conditions:

(a) The set {a} of indices is ordered and such that given ax,a2, there exists

a > a,, a2.

(b) Ma > 0, jcMadg — 1, Va, where dgis a right Haar measure on G.

(c) lim„ / | Ma(gh) - Ma(g) | dg = 0, V« G G.

Such a family (Ma) is called an A/-net.

When we have a dynamical system (y4,G, t), for a E A, we denote Maa =

JMa(g)rga dg (when G is discrete, Ma = 2geG M„(g)Tga).

When G = Z, we can take M„ = ¿ 1{0,    ^-n- For all this see [8].

We say that the system (A,G, t) is uniform if Maa converges in norm (to a

necessarily invariant element of A).

Let 5 be the set of invariant elements of A, A* the dual of A. If a E A we denote

co(t a, g E G) the norm closure of the convex set generated by rga, g E G.

If m is a state on A, we denote by ¿9 the cyclic vector, % the Hilbert space, and it^

the representation associated to qp by the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal representation.

If <p is a state on A, we denote by tp |fl the restriction of <p on B.

If F is a closed linear space of A containing B, stable for the involution, then it is a

B-right and -left module (i.e. V/ G F, b G B, the elements f*,fb and ¿/are in F). We

call conditional expectation, any positive linear mapping <¡> of F onto ß such that

<MW) = b<b(f)<p(b'), <b(b) = b,VbE B.

We denote [^, B] = {ab - ba \ a E A, b E B}.

Lemma 2.1. (1) Let q> be in A*, <p invariant, and cp — <px + i(p2 be its decomposition

into real and imaginary parts, then <p, and <p2 are invariant.

(2) Let <p E A*, cp real and invariant, and let cp = <p+ — q>~ be its decomposition into

positive and negative parts; then <p+ and <p~ are invariant.

Proof. Let A** be the enveloping von Neumann algebra of A; the action t of G is

extended to an ultraweakly continuous action on A**. We remark that the invariant

continuous linear forms on A are exactly invariant ultraweakly continuous linear

forms on A**. The lemma follows then from Proposition 1, p. 193 of [3].

Proposition 2.2. Let Ex be the norm closure of the linear space generated by B and

a — rga, a E A, g E G. Let E2 = {a E A |co(Tga, g G G) n B = {one point}}, £3 =

{a G A | (p(a) = 0 if<p G A*, cp invariant and (p \B = 0), E4 — {a G A \ (px(a) = <p2(a)

if<px, <p2 are invariant states and(px \B = <p2 \B}, andAunii = {a G A \ Maa converges in

norm}.
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Then all these sets are equal, Auni{ is norm closed, stable by the involution and is a

B-right and -left module. There exists a conditional expectation § from AuniS onto B

such that for every invariant state cp on A we have <p(a) = cp(<¡>(a)), Va G Aurú{.

Proof. It follows by the definition that Ex C Auni( and by Eberlein's theorem (cf.

[7, Theorem 3.1]) we have Auni( — E2.

Now let a EE2 and {b} = co{Tga, g G G} D B. If 9 is in A*, 9 invariant and

9 |B = 0 then 9(a) = (p(b) = 0. Therefore a G £3 and E2 C £3.

The equality £3 = E4 follows from Lemma 2.1.

And we remark, finally, that Ex and E2 are norm closed and Ef= E2 where

£,x={9G^*|9(a) = 0,VaG£,}.

We conclude that Ex = E2 = E3 = E4 = Aunii. It is clear that if a G AUIÚf, b G B

then a*, ab, ba are in Auni(.

Let a G AUTÚÍ. Maa converges in norm to an invariant element <¡>(a) G B. It is

immediate to verify that <p is a conditional expectation and 9(a) = <p(<j>(a)),

Va EAunif

Theorem 2.3. Let (A, G, t) be a dynamical system and (Ma) an M-net of G. The

following conditions are equivalent:

(i) The system (A, G, t) is uniform, i.e. Maa converges in norm, Va G A.

(ii) For every a in A, co(t a, g E G) n AG = {onepoint}.

(iii) There exists a G-invariant conditional expectation <i> from A onto B such that

every invariant state 9 satisfies 9(a) = <p(<j>(a)), Va G A.

(iv) If cp and cp' are invariant states such that 9 |B = 9' |ß, then cp = 9'.

Proof. We remark the following equivalences (with the notations of the proof of

Proposition 2.2): (i) <=> A = Aum(, (ii) <=> A = E2, (iv) «=» A = E4. Therefore by Prop-

osition 2.2 we have (i) <=> (ii) <=> (iv) => (iii). The implication (iii) =» (iv) is immediate.

Corollary 2.4. // the system (A, G, t) is uniform, the invariant conditional

expectation <b given by (iii) is unique for these properties.

Proof. Let \p be another invariant conditional expectation of A onto B such that

every invariant state 9 satisfies 9(a) = cp(\p(a)), Va G A. This implies that we have

<p(\¡/(a)) = 9(<f>(a)) for every state 9 on B; therefore <b(a) — <//(a), Va G A.

Corollary 2.5. If (A,G,t) is a dynamical system admitting only one invariant

state p, then it is uniform, i.e.

1

Ma I "M,
j  Tgadg- p(a)l 0.

Proof. The condition (iv) is trivially satisfied. We also remark that for this system

B = Cl and<i>(a) = p(a)l.

As in the commutative case, a system with a unique invariant state will be called a

uniquely (or strictly) ergodic system.

3. Dynamical systems associated to a maximal abelian subalgebra. Let A be a

C*-algebra, B a maximal abelian subalgebra of A, GliB the (abelian) group of all

unitaries of B, and G a subgroup of % such that the C*-algebra generated by G is B.
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We consider the action t of G on A by Tga = gag*, Vg G G, a E A. G is provided

with the discret topology. We have then a dynamical system (A, G, t) with B the set

of invariant elements; we shall call such a system a dynamical system associated to A

and B.

As G is abelian then it is amenable. Let (Ma) be an M-net of G (cf. [7,8]). We

remark that G need not be equal to %B.

Theorem 3.1. Let A be a C*-algebra, B a maximal abelian subalgebra, and

(A, G, t) an associated dynamical system. The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) The system (A, G, t) is uniform, i.e. Maa converges in norm to an element of B.

(v) For every homomorphism 9 on B, there exists a unique pure state dp on A

extending cp.

(vi) The linear space generated by B + [A, B] is norm dense in A.

Remark. We use the notations of Theorem 2.3. In [1], J. Anderson has already

proven (ii) *=> (v) <=> (vi) under the conditions: B is weakly closed and G = %ß; for

our applications we need the theorem in the general context.

We need some auxiliary results.

Lemma 3.2. Let cp be a state on A such that the restriction of 9 to B is a

homomorphism; then

(a)ir9(«)Ev = <p(«)£9,V«e%Ä.

(b) <p(uau*) = 9(a), Va EA,VuE %B.

Proof (classical), (a) As 9 is a homomorphism on B, for u G %B, we have

1 =|9(m)| = |<^(m)|(P,^>| , and by Schwarz's inequality we have irv(u)£v =

<P(«)V
(b) is an immediate consequence of (a) since <p(uau*) = (^(«^(a)^«*)^,

Let / be the convex compact set of G-invariant states on A.

Lemma 3.3. Let 9 be an extremal point of I; then the restriction of cp to B is a

homomorphism.

Proof. For every g E G, let g be the unique unitary of %  verifying

(1) g^(aHvg* = \(gag*)£v, Va E A;

(2) gtv = ^
We have then

(3) „¿gag*) = g*¿a)g*, Va GA,\tg<= G;

(4) %(g)%(a)^(g)* = g^(a)g*, Va G A, Vg G G.

Therefore

(5) %(g)g* E „¿A)', Vg G G.
Taking a E Bin (3) we obtain

(6) g G „¿B)', Vg G G.
For every g, « in G, we have

(7) h(w¿g)g*)h* = %(*)#♦,

since A commutes with g* and -n¿g) by (6). The relations (5) and (7) imply

(S)^(g)g*E7T¿Byn{g,gEGy.
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As 9 is an extremal point of I, ir¿B)' n {g, g G G}' = {scalars} (cf. [15]),

therefore ir¿g) = (scalar)g, Vg G G, and the relation (2) implies ir¿g)Zv = q>(g)^v,

Vg G G. As G generates the C*-algebra 5, we obtain ir¿b)i^ = 9(è)£cp, V¿ G 5.

Hence 9 is a homomorphism on B.

We use the notations of Proposition 2.2 in

Proposition 3.4. Let E5 be the set of elements a of A such that if 9 is a

homomorphism of B andcpx, cp2 two state extensions ofcp we have 9)(a) = 92(a).

We have Ex = E2 = E3 = E4 = AuniS = Es.

Proof. Let EB be the state space of B, Ext EB and Ext I the sets of extremal

points of EB and / respectively.

Every element a of E5 defines a continuous function à on I, the set of invariant

states. Let F: I -> EB be the canonical continuous mapping defined by F(<p) = 9 \B,

V9 E I. As â is continuous on the compact set F"'(Ext EB) and is constant on

F~\x), Vx G Ext(£s) let b be the unique function on Ext(£B) such that b ° F(y)

= â(y), Vy G F~l(Ext EB). Because of the compactness of Ext EB and F"'(Ext EB),

b is continuous. Let b be the corresponding element of B.

Consider {9 G 7| 9(a) — (Fcp)(b)}; this set is a convex and compact (since

closed) subset of I and containing Ext I (C F"'(Ext EB) by Lemma 3.3); hence it

coincides with I. Therefore if 9, and 92 are invariant states such that 9, |B = 92 \B

we have 9,(a) = <px(b) = q>2(b) = 92(a); hence a G E4. We have shown that Es C

E4.

m It is clear from Lemma 3.3 and the definition of E4 that E4 C Es. The proposition

is proved.

Proposition 3.5. Let E6 be the norm closure of the linear space generated by B and

[A,B].

Then Ex = E2 = E3 = E4 = E5 = E6 - Aunii.

Proof. (1) E6 C Aunii: Let g G G and a G A. We have a — gag* E Aurúí; there-

fore ag- ga E Aunii since Auni[g C Aurá(.

Let B0 = {b E B\ba — ab E Aunii, Va G A}, where BQ is a norm closed *-

subalgebra of B containing G. Therefore B0 = B and [A, B] C Auni{. As B C AuniS

we have E6 C Aanii.

(2) Aunif C E6: It suffices to show that Ex C E6. For every a E A, a — gag* =

[ag*, g] G E6. Therefore by the definition of Ex, we have Ex C £6. We have proved

the proposition.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We remark the following equivalences: (i) « A = Auni{;

(v) •=> A = E5; (vi) <=> A = E6. As Ei — E6 — Aunii by Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 we

have (i) » (v) <=> (vi).

Proof of Theorem a. Theorem a follows from Proposition 3.4.

4. Proof of Theorem b. Consider the one-dimensional torus T that we identify to

[0,1[ (with 1 identified to 0) provided with the Lebesgue measure n; let X be an

irrational of [0,1] and consider the "rotation" Tx: Tx = x + X (mod 1), jc G [0,1[, Tx

is measurable and preserves ¡u. Let C(T) be the abelian C*-algebra of complex
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valued continuous functions / on T. Tx acts by ""-automorphism on C(T) by

Tx(f)=f°Tx, V/GC(T). The dynamical system (C(T), T£, « G Z) is strictly

ergodic (the only invariant probability is the Haar measure ¡i); therefore it is

uniform and

(4.1)

n-\

z 2 ií/-m(/)i
k = 0

0.
C(T)

Consider the C*-algebra L°°([0, 1[,/*). Tx acts by *-automorphism on Lx([0, l[,u)

byrx/ = /orx,/GLooaO,l[,jtt).
Let 0 < e < | and consider the open set V oí [0,1[ :

K=[0,l[n|  U ]n\ (modl)--^,«X (modl)+4r

We have 0 < ¡i(V) < \. Let £ be a Borel subset of [0, l[\Fwith n(E) = ¡i(V) and

let

(4.2) h=lv-lE,       A EL»([0, ![,,*).

Lemma 4.1. We have

(4.3) ¿Ïi?(*)-m(*)
" k=o

= 1

L"([0,ll,n)

/or euery « > 1.

Proof. We remark firstly that ¡u(«) = 0. Let

n-l

1F„=   xG[0,l[|- 2 A(r*x) = l   ,
fc=0

n-1

wn= pi {xG[o,i]|«(r^) = i},

w* = n rx-*F.
fc = 0

Hence   Wn is  an  open  set  containing  ZX  (modi);   therefore p(Wn) > 0  and

ll±2K¿rjf(*)iiI- = i,vii>i.
Consider DC = L2([0,1], /x) with the trigonometrical basis (e„)„ez, e„(jt) = e2,n'nx,

n G Z, je G [0,1). We identify Lx([0, l[,n) as a subalgebra 6 of $(DC), the algebra of

all bounded operators: each element of L°°[0,1[ acts as multiplication in %. Let ux

be the unitary in % defined by uxr¡ = -q ° Tx, Vtj G L2[0,1]. We have then uxen =

(e2"'"A)e„; therefore the von Neumann algebra generated by («\)„<=z is exactly the

diagonal algebra <$) relative to the basis (e„)„eZ. We have <$ ~/°°(Z) and <î> is

maximal abelian in ©(DC).

The unitary ux satisfies unxf ■ uf =/° Tx", V/ G L°°[0,1], « G Z. We also identify

C(T) as a subalgebra 60 of 6. Let y4, be the C*-algebra generated by C(T) and

K)„6Z-
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Lemma 4.2. The vector space generated by the set Ex = {fux |/ G C(T), « G Z) is a

*-algebra norm dense in Ax.

Proof. It suffices to prove that (funx)* and (fu^)(ku^) are in Éx for/, k E C(T),

n, m E Z: we have

(fu"x)* = ux"f* = ux"f*<ux" = (f* ° Tx") ■ u-x" E Éx,

(M)(kuf) = f(u"xkux")urn = f ■ (k o rx-) • <+" G Éx

since/* ° Tx" and/ • (k ° rx") are in C(T).

The group G = (ux)n£Z acts by ""-automorphism on Ax. ru^a — uxaux, Va G Ax,

V« G Z.

Lemma 4.3. The dynamical system (Ax, (wx)„<=z) ù uniform. Moreover, the C*-alge-

bra B generated by (¡/J)neZ « maximal abelian in Ax and (Ax, (ux)neZ) w associated

to B.

Proof. We have to show that for every a G Ax, t;2£=¿ T^a converges in norm to a

*-invariant element <j>(a). As the vector space generated by Éx is norm dense in Ax it

suffices to prove that for a = fux, with/ G C(T), m E Z:

¿ "2 **(/«?) = f 1"2/° i? W - h(/k = <K/o

in norm.

We conclude that the system (^4,, (ux)nez) is uniform. So the associated condi-

tional expectation <i> maps Ax onto B' fl Ax. But we have proven that <j>(fux) =

fi(f)uxEB,VfEC[0,l],mE Z, and as the vector space generated by Ex is norm

dense in Ax we have 4>(a) G B, Va G A. Therefore since B = B' C\ Ax and B is

maximal abelian, the system (Ax, (ux)n(EZ) is associated to B.

It follows from Theorem 3.1 that B possesses the extension property relative to A, :

we have proven part (a) of Theorem b.

Now let L be the C*-algebra generated by C(T) and (h ° Tx)neZ where h = 1K —

\E defined by (4.2), L is a subalgebra of L°°([0,1[) globally invariant by T. Let A be

the C*-algebra generated by L and («x)„ez- ^e snow> as for /I,, that the vector

space generated by the set É — {fux\f G L, n G Z} is uniformly dense in A.

Lemma 4.4. The C*-algebra B generated by (ux)„eZ >s maximal abelian in A. The

system (A, («x)„eZ) is associated to B and is not uniform.

Proof. Consider the dynamical system (B(%), (ux)neZ), as the vector state e0 is

invariant. By Kovács and Szücs' theorem (cf. [11]) there exists a normal conditional

expectation <j> from B(%) onto fy — {ux, « G Z}', the algebra of invariant elements

and for every x G B(%)

1 ""'
-  2 «A*«Ä* ^ 4>(x)

k = 0

ultrastrongly, « -> oo.
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Now letx=f-ux",fEL,mEZ. We have

\ 2^r)= ;H;£f°n )«r - m(/k=^<^)
M /t=0 \ M k = 0 I        n^°°

ultrastrongly.

Therefore we have <|>(a) G 5, Va G £; as the vector space generated by £ is norm

dense in A and <j> is norm continuous we have <¡>(a) E B, Va G A. This implies that

A n 6D = B; therefore B is maximal abelian in A and the system (A, (ux)nlEZ) is

associated to B. This system is not uniform because of Lemma 4.1.

It follows from Theorem 3.1 that B does not possess the extension property

relative to A.

Part (c) of Theorem b follows from parts (a) and (b).

We note that the spectrum of the unitary ux associated to the rotation T is

{e2,TinX}nez. This set is dense in T, the C*-algebra generated by (ux)n^z is

isomorphic to C(T).

Remark 4.5. We can also consider the C*-algebra Ä generated by Lx[0, l[ and

(Mx)n£z and prove exactly as for A that % is maximal abelian in Ä and does not

have the extension property relative to A, but A is not separable.

If we take ty, as the diagonal algebra associated to the Haar orthogonal bases (cf.

[1, p. 321]), J. Anderson proved that (cf. [1, Corollary 7.3]) there exist pure states 9

on "$((?) such that the restrictions of 9 on (2 and 6¡lx are homomorphisms. The

situation is quite different with 6D.

Lemma 4.6. // 9 is a state on %(%) such that the restriction of 9 to 6D is a

homomorphism then restriction of 9 to Q0 ~ C(T) coincides with the Lebesgue measure

on T (and cannot be a homomorphism on Q~ /°°[0,1]).

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, cp(uxau*) = 9(a), Va G 6A(%); therefore the restriction 9

to 60 ~ C(T) is a state invariant by the rotation Tx, and therefore coincides with the

Lebesgue measure on T.

5. Proof of Theorem c. We use the above notations DC = L2[0,1] and (2 ~ L°°[0,1].

Let £5 be a set of elements a of A such that if 9 is a homomorphism of B and 9,, 92

are two state extensions of 9 we have 9,(a) = 92(a).

Let DC be the set of compact operators of DC.

Lemma 5.1. We have DC C £5.

Proof. Let /e G DC, 9 be a homomorphism of B and 9, be a pure state extension

of 9 to <$>(%). As Q is isomorphic to Lx[0,1], 9 and 9, are not normal; therefore 9,

is singular (i.e. 9,,^ = 0) and 9x(k) = 0. Consider the convex compact set

Sv = {9 state on <ä>(9C) | 9¡e = 9}

and let

s;={<pesj<p(*) = o};

S' is a convex compact subset of S^ containing all the extremal points (pure states)

of Sy. Therefore S^ = Sv and we have proved that k G £5, VA: G DC.
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For each r rational, let Tr be the associated rotation [0, l[-> x-* x + r (mod 1) G

[0,1[. Tr is periodic with period k and there exist Borel subsets £,, £2 = TrFx,.. .,Fk

= £/ '£, forming a partition of T. Let P¡ — 1F be the indicating function of £, that

we identify, as multiplication operator, as a projection of G; let ur be the unitary

canonically associated to Tr. We consider the following operation used by Kadison

and Singer: u[p> = (1 - Px)ur(l - Pt) + P\UrPx; it is clear that «Jftfftl—1** = 0.

Therefore we conclude with [10, Lemma 5, p. 395] that

(5.1) urEE5,    Vr rational.

We show then as in the proof of Theorem b that the linear space generated by the

set F — {k + fur, k E DC,/ G 6, r rational} is a *-algebra contained in £5. Let A2 be

its norm closure; then A2 is a C*-algebra contained in £5. Therefore Q has the

extension property relative to A2.

We remark that the above proof can be applied to the case 'î) ~ /°°(Z): let £5' be

the set of a G A such that 9,(a) = 92(a) for 9,, 92 pure states on <$(§) such that

<p,|6j) = 92|q, is a homomorphism. We have then DC C E$; if S is a permutation of Z,

let us be the associated unitary on. Kadison and Singer (cf. [10, Theorem 3]) has

shown that us E £5'; the linear space generated by {k + dus, & G DC, d G ÓD, S

permutation of Z} can be seen to be a *-algebra contained in £5'; the C*-algebra^43

obtained by norm closure is in £5'. We remark in particular that 60 C A3, and we

obtain

Lemma 5.2. There exists a C*-algebra A3 containing 6i), DC and 60 such that ty has

the extension property relative to A3.
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